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1. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, Knoop and Pottinger [9J (see also [20]1 proved a
quantitative Korovkin-type theorem for some positive linear operators
acting on the Banach space C(K) of real-valued and r-times continuously
differentiable functions on a compact interval K of the real axis, Recently,
the same authors proved [10J an analogous quantitative theorem for
functions defined on an unbounded interval of the real axis. The purpose
of the present paper is to generalize their first non-quantitative assertion
for compact intervals [6, Korollar 2.2 J by replacing the so-called almost
convexity property by the condition of convexity-preserving of two types of
higher-order convex functions and by adding another condition in terms of
Cebysev norms and derivatives of order r. These two types of higher-order
convex functions are some spline functions and some monosplines. Using
a result of Bojanic and Roulier [2J (for a history of this result see the next
section), one may give a system of r (types of) higher-order convex func
tions which may be used in Knoop-Pottinger's result but only when the
operators L n are applicabe also to functions in C - 2(K), say. However, if
L II , 11 :? 1, act only on C 1(K), just two more simpler types of higher-order
convex functions will be indicated. These generalizations are motivated by
the fact that even classical instances of positive linear operators such as
those of Meyer-Konig and Zeller have the property of simultaneous
approximation but do not entirely satisfy the conditions of Knoop's and
Pottinger's result (see [13, 9J).

The present paper is organized in the following manner. The next section
contains the notations and the basic concepts used in the sequel. In the
third section we review the previous results on test function theorems on
simultaneous approximation while in Section 4 the main results are stated
and proved. In the last section we show that the main results. are more
general than the result of Knoop and Pottinger, among other remarks.
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2. PREI.IMI"lARIES

Let K = [a, hJ be a compact interval of the real axis and let K' c K be
a subinterval of K. For brevity, we assume a = O. We consider the Banach
space X = C(K) endowed with norm given by II gil x := maxos "er( liD/gil K)'
Here 11·11 K denotes the Cebysev norm in C(K) := CO(K) and Di is the jth
differential operator. The basic functions we will work with are the
monomials of all degrees, some simple splines, and their linear combina
tions which represent some /1lonosplines. Namely, for i E N u :0 }, the func
tion ei :K3XI-->X'EIR: is the ith monomial and (Ji.,:K3XI-->(X-C)', EIR:,
c E K, is the so-called ith basic spline function. As usual,

{
o

(\')' =
• f 1"

if v <0.

if v~O.

As far as differentiability properties are concerned, e i is smooth (i.e..
C X (K)3e,l for any i~O and (J" is in C I(K) for any i~ I but (Ji.c is in
Ci(K) for no integer i ~ 0 and c E Int K. Also we denote by TI, I the sub
space of C(K) spanned by {co, ... , er 1:'

Now we recall the notion of higher-order convexity. Let ,Jf' '/\ :=
{f E C(K): [xo, ..., x i;f] ~ 0 for any Xo< ... < Xi E K}, where the square
brackets associated to the (i + 1)-points from K and the function f E C( K)
denote an ith order divided difference off The elements of X~ are called
convex functions of order (i ~ I) [19 J or i-convex functions [2]. We note
that whenfEC(K),fis i-convex if and only if D'l~O on K. We mention
the following important particular cases: i = 2 represents the usual convex
functions, the class ,Jf" ~ is the set of all nondeereasing functions on K, and
the case i = 0 reduces to positive functions.

An operator L: V I--> C(K'), V c C( K), is called COf71'ex of order r - I
(r ~ 0) if the following holds (ef. Lupas [13 J):

fEj(IK " V implies LfEf~,

i.e., L is an r-convexity preserving operator.
Every n-convex function may be uniformly approximated by n-convex

splines. This is a result (implicitely) contained in [18 ]. We note that
Popoviciu used the term "fonctions elementaires" instead of "spline
functions." See also Bojanic and Roulier [2]. Tzimbalario [23 J, Dadu
[4J, and the recent papers by KocicLackovic [6J and Cross [3]. In what
follows we will refer especially to Bojanic and Roulier [2 J where this
property is applied to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a
continuous linear operator to transform every continuous, n-convex
function into an r-convex function. Namely [2, Theorem 2]. a continuous
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linear operator L: C( K) H C( K') is convex of order r - I if and only if
(r): 2)

[X(j, ... , X,; LpJ =0 (2.1 )

for every p E TIr I and every set of (r + I) points X o < ... < -', from K and

L((Tr 1,)E./f·~ (2.2)

for every c E lnt K. Of course, this also holds for r = I if we assume that
L( (To.c) has a meaning because (To.c is not in C( K) for C E lnt K.

A generalization of the above convexity notion for operators was given
by Knoop and Pottinger [9, Definition 1.4]: an operator L: V -, C(K') is
called almost convex of' order r - I (r): I) if there exist p):° integers
ii' I :( j:( p, satisfying 0:( i I < ... < if' < r such that

IE n(f'A: j= I, ... , p) n .%·~n V

implies

Now using Theorem 3 of Bojanic and Roulier [2], a sufficient condition
for the almost convexity of order r - I (r): 2) of the continuous linear
operator L: C(K) --> C(K'), K = [0, h J, is

(2.3 )

for every i = 0, ... , r - I and

(2.4 )

for every C E lnt K. The same remark as above for r = I holds, too.

3. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

We note that we are interested only in non-quantitative test function
theorems on simultaneous approximation. For information concerning
quantitative Korovkin-type assertions, the reader is referred to Gonska [5J
(for compact intervals) and to Knoop and Pottinger [10J (for unbounded
domains) and the references cited therein.

The classical result of Korovkin is mentioned for completeness in the
following theorem.
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THEOREM A. Let L,,: C(K) ---> C(K') he a sequence of positive linear
operators which vcr i!.i,

flJr i = 0, 1, 2. Then

lim lie; - L"e,11 A = °
"

lim Ilf - L,Jli A = °

(3.1 )

(3.2 )

holds for any f EO C( K).

A test function theorem on simultaneous approximation was first
obtained by Sendov and Popov [21, 22] (cf. also [11, 15, 16, 12]). They
proved

THEOREM B. Let L,,: C(K) ---> C(K) he a sequence of pOSIllVe linear
operators which arc convex of orders 0, 1, ... , rand sati.I/)- (3.1). Then j(Jr
each compact proper suhinterval K' c K we hare

lim IIDlf- DIL,Jli A = °
"

(3.3 )

j(>rj=O, I, ... , r andj(Jr allfEOC(K).

We note that Theorem 2 of Bojanic and Roulier mentioned in the above
section cannot be used in Theorem B since (J, I.e is in C(K) for no num
ber c from Jnt K. However, if the continuous linear operator L: C(K)--->
C(K') is convex of order r-l then (2.1) still holds (see [2, Proof of
Theorem 2]). Because the condition (2.1) means that for every polynomial
p of degree no greater than r - 1, Lp should be identically zero if r = 0 or
a polynomial of degree no greater than r·- 1 if r ~ 1, every continuous
linear operator which is convex of order r - 1 preserves the polynomiality
of the degree at most r - 1. Assuming this condition, replacing the con
vexity of orders 0, I, ... , r of the operators L" in Theorem B by their almost
convexity (only) of order r - 1, and adding the other three test function
conditions, Knoop and Pottinger [9, Korollar 2.2J have proved the
following result:

THEOREM C. Let L,,: C(K) ---> C(K') he a sequence of positive linear
operators such that L,,(TI, I) c;: TI, I fl>r all n and each L" is almost convex
of order r - 1. Then, assuming (3.1) and

lim IID'e,t,-D'L"e,t,IIA=O
"

flJr i = 0, 1, 2, the relation (3.3) holds for any I EO C( K).

(3.4 )
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Again, we cannot use convexity conditions (2.3) and (2.4) since a r I e is
not even in C I (K) for C E Int K. Thus it is the aim of this paper to replace
the functions e, and a, Ie from (2.3) and (2.4) by essentially only two
types of functions from C(K), namely a r +l.e and the monospline a r + I ,+
(cr + c) e, ~ er+ I' Note that if a,.c E C(K) for all C E Int K, then i;' r + I, so
the basic spline a r + 1. e is "minimal" in this sense. Also, if we assume that
L n are applicable to functions in C I(K) instead of only C(K), then we
may use the simpler functions ar.c and er-a", (see Theorem 2 below).
Again, a,.c has the above minimality property with respect to C I(K).
However, due to these simplifications, a supplementary condition must be
added, namely IIDrLngIIK:(M·IIDrgIIK for all sufficiently large n and all
g E C(K), where M is independent of nand g. It implies L,,(TIr I) s; TIr .. I'

As Remark (i) in the last section will show, the above condition is indeed
necessary for the property (3.3) of simultaneous approximation for a
sequence of linear operators L" verifying L,,(TIr_l) S; TIr-I' Also if L n
verifies the conditions of Theorem C then the above condition is true. Thus
we obtain a result which is a generalization of Theorem C and also we
prove a simpler result under the additional assumption that each L n is
defined on C I (K).

4. MAIN RESULTS

The following result is the announced generalization of Theorem C.

THEOREM I. Let L,,:C(K)->C(K') he a sequence of positive linear
operators such that IID rL"gll K:( M· IIDrgl1 K for all gE C(K), Ivhere M does
not depend on nand g. In addition, we assume that

L)ar + I.e + (cr + c) e r - er + 1) E ."'ff'~,

(4.1 )

(4.2)

jCir all n and all c E Int K. Then if (3. I) and (3.4) are satisfied, the relation
(3.3) holds/or anyfEC(K).

Proof First, we recall the convention a = O. We define

I r: C(K)3f-> r((x-t)' If(t)/(r-l)!)dtEC(K)
o

and then the linear operator Q,,: C(K) -> C(K') by

Q" := Dr L n Jr' (4.3)

Since L n preserves polynomiality of degree at most r - I it follows that
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L,,(f-I,D'f)En, I· Hence D'Lnf=D'L"J,D'f and, keeping In mind
(4.3), we arrive at

Q"D'f= D'L,J

Using (4.4) and the condition II D'L"fill" (: M . II D'gll" we get

IIQ"II (: M.

Since c,=(i!/(r+i)!)DrC,t" (4.4) and (3.4) imply that

lim Ilei-Q"c,II,,=O

(4.4 )

(4.5)

(4.6)

for i=O, 1,2. The above equality (4.6) shows that Q"c i are bounded in
C(K') for i = 0, I, 2 and Q,,(c I; X )/Q,,(eo: x) E K for x E K and all sufficiently
large n. Hence, the following "perturbation" of Q" defined on elK) by

Q;,(f: x):= Qn(f; x) - Qn(C O : x) f(Q,,(el; x)/Q,,(eo: x))

is a well-defined linear operator for all sufficiently large n. In the remainder
of this proof, n will be large enough to make all assertions below valid.
Inequality (4.5) implies that

IIQ;,II (:M', (4.7)

where M' is independent of n.
On the other hand, the convexity conditions (4.1) and (4.2) permit us to

write, after some routine calculations, the inequality

D'L"rJ,+ 1./ ? (D'L,,(c,. 1 - (er + c) c,))+. (4.8)

But D'rJrll.,=(r+I)!rJl., and D'(c,+I-(cr+e)c,)=(r+I)!(c]-e) for
all r? 0, c E Int K, so (4.8) and (4.4) yield QnrJ I.,? (Qn(el- e)) + which, in
terms of the perturbed operators Q;" becomes

(4.9)

for all eEIntK. In (4.9) we have used also the inequality Q"eo>O which
follows from (4.6). The continuity of Q;" the relations Q;,c, =°for i = 0, I,
the inequality (4.9), and a result of Bojanic and Roulier [2, Theorem 1]
show that

(4.10)

for every convex function! E C( K) and all (large) 11.
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Now, let f be a fixed element of C 2(K). Then there are two real numbers
III = III (f) and m + = m j (f) such that the functions fl := ( - m C2 and
.f~ := m + C 2 - (are convex on K. Indeed, their second derivatives on K are
given by D2/

1
= D2/_ 2m and D2f~ = 2m I - D2/ and these are positive

for certain suitable reals m and m + because D2
/ is continuous and thus

bounded on the compact interval K. Hence we may apply (4.10) for these
particular convex functions in order to obtain m Q;,(e 2)~ Q;,(f) ~
m+Q;,(e 2) or, keeping in mind (4.10) forf=c2' the inequality

(4.11)

with p := max( -m , m + ). But

IQ,,(f; x) -f(x)1 ~ IQ,,(eo; x) ((x) -((xli + IQ,lf; x) - Q,,(eo ; x) f(x)1

~ If(x)1 ·IQ,,(co; x) - co(x)1 + IQ;'(/; x)1

+ IQ,,(eo; x)1 ·If(x) -f(Q,,(c,; X)/QII(eO; x)),

so this and (4.11) yield the inequality

IQ,,(f; x) -f(x)1 ~ 1((x)1 ·IQ,,(co; x) - eo(x)1 + Ipl ·IQ;,(c2; x)1

+ IQ,,(eo; x)1 ·If(x) -f(Q,,(c,; x)/Q,,(eo; x))I. (4.12)

Because Q;,(e2;x)=Q,,(e2;x)-Q;,(c l ;x)/Q,,(co;x) and (4.6) holds for
i = 0, 1, 2, the first two members of the right-hand part of (412) tend
uniformly to zero when n tends to infinity. On the other hand f is con
tinuous on K and thus uniformly continuous of the same interval. Hence
If(x) -f(Q,,(c,; x)/Q,,(co;x))1 -+ 0 uniformly on K as n -+ '.x'.. Since IQ"col
is bounded by (4.6), we get lim" Ilf - Q"fll K = 0 for any f E C'( K). But
C 2( K) is a dense subspace of C( K) and using (4.5) and the
Banach Steinhaus theorem we find lim" Ilf-Q,JI!K=O for anyfEC(K).
Using again (4.4) we arrive at

lim II D~/- DrL,JII K = 0
"

(4.13 )

for every fE elK). Now (2.1) and Theorem A of Korovkin imply that

lim Ilf - L,JII" = 0
"

(4.14)

for every f E C( K).
Now the conclusion uf Theorem 1 follows from (4.13), (4.14) and from

the known fact that. on the Banach space e r
( K'), the two norms

g-+max(llgll", ilDrgll K )
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g -4 max( II Digil A; 0 ~ j ~ r)

are equivalent.

When L/1 are applicable also to functions in C I(K) we may prove the
following result.

THEOREM 2. Let L/1: C I (K) -4 C'(K') he a sequence oj positive linear
operators such that IID'L/1gIIA~M '1ID'gIIA' where M does not depend on
nand g, for all n and all g E C(K). In addition, we assume that

(4.15)

(4.\6)

for all (' EK. Then if (3.\ ) and (3.4) are satisfied, the equality (3.3) holds for
every f EC( K).

Proof: Let M(K) be the set of bounded real functions on K with a most
one point, say, of discontinuity in this interval and let Mr(K) be the space
of real-valued and r-times differentiable functions with D:f E M( K). Now
we may define the operators 1,*: M(K) -4 C I(K) and Q,;: M(K) -4 C(K')
with the same form as those similar denoted and defined in the proof of
Theorem I. Also, let Ir and Q/1 be the restrictions of 1/ and Q,; to C(K),
respectively. Then, similarly as in Theorem I, we have

Q/1D'f= D'L,,f (4.\7)

for anyfEM'(K). Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are also true. Now conditions
(4.15) and (4.16) yield

(4.\8)

since (4.17) holds and Dre, = r1 eo, D' (J r,c = r1 (J o. c' But, if x E K is fixed, the
continuous linear functional

may be represented by Riesz's theorem as a Stieltjes integral III the
following way,

Q/1(f; x) = r f(1) d;.(t),
"A

(4.\9)
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where the function A: K'3 t ---> Q,; (e0- (J 0, I; x) E IR is a function of bounded
variation on K (see, for instance, [7, Chap. 6, Section 6]). Condition (4.18)
means that 0:( )-(t) :( ).( h) for all t E K. But )_(a) = 0, so we have A(h) > )_( a).
Hence )_ verifies the assumptions of the Jensen--Steffensen inequality for
convex functions (see, for instance, Pecaric [17]) and thus

g (L t dA(t)ILd).(t)):( (L g(t) d).(t)ILd).(t))

for every convex function gE C(K). Using (4.19) we get

(4.20)

(4.21 )

Because x was arbitrarily chosen in K, we obtain (4.10).
Now the proof may be completed as the proof of Theorem I.

Another result of this type (but which is not a generalization of
Theorem C) is contained in the following proposition.

THEOREM 3. The same conclusion ol Theorem 2 holds il (4.15) and (4.16 )
are replaced hy: "there exists Co E K such that

(4.22)

jc)r all c:( co, C E K, and

(4.23)

jc)r all c> co, C E K."

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, with (4.10)
reversed and Theorem 1 of Pecaric [17] used instead of the Jensen
Steffensen inequality.

5. REMARKS

This section collects miscellaneous remarks on the topics discussed
above.

(i) If each Ln is almost convex of order r~ I, Ln(Or tl c:; Or I

and limn Ileo - Lneoll K' = 0 (as is the case in Theorem C) then IIDrLngil K':(

M IIDrgll K for any gE C(K), where M is independent of nand g. Indeed,
the above conditions show that the operators Qn defined in the: proof of
Theorem 1 are linear and positive (see [9,5]). Then IIQnll = IIQneoIIK'
Because Eq. (4.6) holds, we have IIQnll = IIQneoIIK:(M, where M is
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independent of n. Thus for anyIEC(K) we have iIQ,JII,,~M 11111" and
by putting 1= Dig, XEC'(K) we arrive (using also (4.4)) at the desired
inequality. It is also worthwile to mention that if the sequence of con
tinuous linear operators (L n ) verifies (3.3) and L nUl, I) s:: 11, I' then
II D'L" xii" ~ M II D'gll" with a suitable M. Indeed, under the above
assumptions, the operators Qn defined in Section 4 are linear and con
tinuous and verify (4.4), Then, using (3.3), Qn are approximating in C(K).
Therefore, by a classical result [8, Chap. 5, Sect. I], there exists M > 0
independent of n such that IIQnl1 ~ M whieh implies the desired inequality.

(ii) Now we prove that (T'II., and g'II., are in n (.~',,: 1 ~i~l')
for every cElntK, r~O, where g'jl,:=a'jl.c+(cr+c)c,,-C'II
is the second function which appears in Theorem 1. Indeed, we have
D'a, t I., = (I' + I ), a, ,t 1.1 whieh is positive for all °~ i ~ r. Here
(a)h:-a(a-l)···(a-h+I). Also, for g,·,I, we have D'g,tl'
(r+ILa, 'il.c+(r+I),{c(r-i+l)c, ,-C, itl)' Its positivity will be
proved below. To this end, write for x~(', XEK, D'gr+'.c(x)=
(r+ILx' '(c-x+c(r-i)) which is positive for O~i~r and for .r>c.
x E K write

D'g'III(x)=(r+l!tx' III{(I+r)' i,I-(I+(r-i+l)rl:,

where y := x. Becausc x> c, wc get y> -1 and now the positivity of
Dig, + I, (x), .r> C, follows from Bernoulli's inequality (1 + y)" ~ I + nr,

nEN,r>-1.

The above two remarks show that our Theorem 1 is more general than
Theorem C of Knoop and Pottinger.

(iii) The construction of the functions II and /~ from the proof of
Theorem 1 has been used first by Lupas [14] and then by other authors
(see [I] for exact references and more remarks). For the convexity of the
functions II and /~, the appartenence of the function I to the subspace
C 2(K) is essential; i.e., it cannot be replaced by I lInt K E C 2(Int K),
fE C(K), for instance, as the following example due to Dr. I. Rasa (Cluj)
shows, Let K" := [0, 2] and /~I E C( K n) be the function given by

/;,: K n '3 X ---> (x - 1)( 1- (x - 1)2)12 + arcsin(x - I) E IR;.

Then I;) is not derivable at the endpoints of K n and there are no finite real
numbers In and In I such that II or /~ is convex on K n, as again an
investigation of their second derivates on Int K" shows. In fact, for the con
vexity ofII (Jndf~ it would be sufficient to require that the initial function
f is twice differentiable on the whole K and D 21 is bounded on the same
interval.
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(iv) There are also other inequalities of Jensen-type which may be
used instead of Jensen-Steffensen's inequality in order to obtain different
convexity conditions as in Theorems 2 and 3. For instance, we may
use a generalization of the Jensen-Steffensen inequality, namely the so
called Jensen-Brunk inequality (cf. [17J), to obtain a generalization of
Theorem 2. The price we paid for this extention is that the conditions of
convexity are now more complicated, so we omit here the complete
statement.

If in Theorem 3 we put Co = a = 0, then (4.22) and (4.23) reduce to
LIJ( -(J,,c)EX~ for every cEK; i.e., we obtain only one convexity
condition. However, this is not a generalization of Theorem C since - (Jr,c
is not in U (X~:O~i~r).
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